Singular and plural nouns

Grade 2 Nouns Worksheet

Underline the noun and write “S” if it is singular or “P” if it is plural.

1) Where is my book? __________ S __________

2) Your shoes are red. __________________

3) There is one person missing. __________________

4) Clean your room. __________________

5) Can you walk the dog? __________________

6) Put your clothes away. __________________

7) Your boots are dirty! __________________

8) The cat is lazy. __________________

9) We will buy four tickets. __________________

10) Children, please sit down. __________________
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Answers

1) Where is my **book**? __Singular__________

2) Your **shoes** are red. __Plural____________

3) There is one **person** missing. __Singular__________

4) Clean your **room**. __Singular__________

5) Can you walk the **dog**? __Singular__________

6) Put your **clothes** away. __Plural____________

7) Your **boots** are dirty! __Plural____________

8) The **cat** is lazy. __Singular__________

9) We will buy four **tickets**. __Plural____________

10) **Children**, please sit down. __Plural____________